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RISE Follow the footsteps of a hero of the Elden Ring Serial Key and forge your own destiny in the Lands Between! Tarnished Become an invincible warrior who protects the Fairyland from monsters and invaders! FOIL Complete quests and defeat enemies to earn powerful equipment! IMC Not just a regular sword, a sword with
cutting power can be obtained by combining many tools and weapons. BOSS: A long, long story and a sea of incidents, a hero who made the many race together… Please make a note of them all. a hero who appears like a statue in an old town, and whose gaze is set on its destination a swordman who must emerge from a
universe that was devoured by the darkness a fatherly swordman a swordman who came from a different world than the human a swordman who deceives all of his friends and his destiny with his prophecies a lunatic swordman a swordman who is usually laughing a swordman who is called “… the different swordman” a
swordman who carries the sword made of the Sacred Grove a swordman who is a sacred swordman a swordman who is the light among the dusk a swordman who is in a different world from the human a swordman who is a stone in the place of humanity a swordman who is the destroyer of the world a swordman who is
standing against the darkness a swordman whose sword was made from the ley lines a hero with poison a swordman who travels from time to time a swordman who was betrayed by his own friend a swordman who protects the cheerful world a swordman who wants to see the end of the world a swordman who is unbeatable a
swordman who can save anyone a swordman who is full of blood A hero who left a world where the air was infected with the fog a swordman who cannot lose A swordman who is unable to die ABOUT DONATIONS This is a free-to-download game, but the development of the game and the other content requires money, so please
consider donating money using our donate button on the website. Thank you for your donations, we will keep doing our best

Features Key:
Vast World • An open world, where you can open and close the gates to huge dungeons with three-dimensional designs and vast rooms, and take your time exploring. • An intuitive interface • New and exciting surprises for experienced players and new adventurers alike await you!
A new turn based RPG • In addition to the turn-based single player story mode, RPG elements have been added to online modes, giving you a new way to create your own stories on your own time. • The game is turn based, meaning that in a fight, you will only be able to use one action, such as using a weapon, gathering
items, or casting magic, at a time, rather than continually using each action every time. Through simple on-screen controls, you will be free to unleash the full power of your character; it is designed with the minimum of "action" to draw out the story, be it action in the foreground or the background.
A world composed of many elements • The game aims to provide a wide array of action by having a world that is composed of a detailed open field, many different dungeons with a variety of design, and new areas that can be obtained, which can lead to brand new adventures. • As a story where the game's events are not
connected, a sense of freedom and immersion, as well as a new world, increases in players who miss the single player story mode.
A variety of Skill/Magic combinations • In addition to the basic elements of weapon, armor, and magic, each character will have an elemental power, known as the Rainbow Stones. Using this, you can change your character's power in many ways based on the type of match, such as increasing the attack power of a heavy
armored character, by combining the Wind Stones with the Earth Stones. • These specialized stones are required for special weapons and magic, as well as allowing you to perform other action, such as opening gates or casting spells. • An element that you already know will help in this process, as will the crafting system, a
new element the game features, which will allow you to obtain even more powerful weapons by combining all kinds of elemental powers.
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